
In 1929 the Egyptian Government decided to raise the level of the Aswan 
Dam which involved the flooding of the southern area of Lower Nubia and 
the destruction of archaeological sites from Wadi es Sebua to Adindan on 
the Sudan frontier. An expedition under Walter B. Emery was sent to explore 
the area and to rescue as much material as possible before it was covered 
with water. In the six winter-months of 1931 they explored the tombs at 
Ballana and Qustul. Those at Qustul were constructed about the fourth 
century A.D. and belonged to the kings and nobility of a race known to 
archaeologists as the X-group people. They were probably the Blemyes, a 
powerful nation who lived south of the First Cataract. Between A.D. 250 and 
their final defeat in the middle of the sixth century, they were often at war 
with Roman forces in Egypt. 


About A.D. 550 Silko, the king of the Notabae who were allies of Rome, 
attacked and utterly routed the Blemyes and drove them out into the desert 
where they lingered for a few years and finally disappeared from history, and 
with them the last traditions of Pharaonic Egypt. 


The Qustul tombs were buried beneath tumuli and in the base of tomb 3 near 
the surface the expedition found an elaborate gaming board lying face 
downwards, and beneath it a leather bag containing fifteen ivory and fifteen 
ebony gaming pieces; a dice box (a fritillus) and five ivory dice. The board 
was 32 inches long and 15 inches wide and was made of a single piece of 
wood with a framed border, strengthened at the comers with silver brackets 
attached with small silver nails. There was a loop handle also of silver which 
was fastened to the frame with gudgeon pins. The playing surface of the 
board contained thirty-six squares marked by a delicate fretwork of ivory in 
conventional floral design. The squares were arranged in three rows of 
twelve, and each row was divided by centre markings, also of ivory fretwork. 
The outer rows were bisected by half circles, and the middle row by a full 
circle. 




The five dice were cube-shaped and of ivory. They were marked from one to 
six with tubular drill holes which were filled with red paint. The dice box 
(known as a Baffle Box in the backgammon community) was made of wood 
and was 6.5 x 3 x 3 inches. The fittings were of silver. The dice were dropped 
through the open top and fell onto an inclined grooved board which turned 
them over before they rolled out through the opening at the bottom between 
two carved dolphins. Similar dice boxes were used by gamesters throughout 
the Greco-Roman world as late as the end of the fifth century. They 
prevented cheating by sleight of hand. 


The Qystul board, pieces, dice, and box were used for a game probably 
similar to those played by their ancestors, the Ancient Egyptians. 


There are frequent references in Roman 
literature to a popular game called 'Ludus 
Duodecim Scriptorum’ - the game of the twelve 
lines. On the back of a silver mirror which was 
made in the second or third century B.C. and 
found in Palestrina is an engraving of a youth 
and a maiden both partially undressed sitting in 
front of a gaming table. 


The youth has his hand half closed and looks 
as if he is about to throw a die. There are no 
pieces shown on the table; possibly the game 
has only just begun and the pieces were 
entered on the board according to the throws 
of the dice. The word OFEINOD is archaic and 
unknown. DEVINCAMTED may be translated (I believe I shall beat you'. 
Comparetti who examined the mirror when it was in a private collection 
believed the work was Roman even though it was in the style of Greek art, 
and he suggested that the game may be the original form of Ludus 
Duodecim Scriptorum. Apparently this indigenous game was later replaced 
by the more elaborate thirty-six space game, coming either directly from 
Egypt or via Greece. The newcomer soon supplanted the native Roman 
game and also took its name in the same way that ‘Sphairistike’ invented by 
Major Wingfield in England about 1874 became known as ‘Lawn Tennis', and 
within fifty years as Tennis'. Real tennis is an entirely different game played in 
a penthouse and there are barely a score of courts left in the whole of 
Europe. 


A crude board made of buff ware but closely resembling the Qustul board 
was found at Holt in Denbighshire and is now in the National Museum of 
Wales. It apparently belonged to a soldier of the Twentieth Legion stationed 
on the Marches of Wales in the first half of the second century A.D. A raised 



moulded border surrounds the 
playing area which consists of 
two outer rows of twelve roughly 
inscribed ivy leaves, separated 
into groups of six by a central 
geometrical pattern. The middle 
row consists of twelve pairs of 
scrolls bisected by a compass-
drawn pattern of a circle with a 
six-armed rosette inside it. 


More than a hundred boards for 
this game were found in the city 
of Rome alone during the lifetime 
of Rodolfo Lanciani, professor of 
Archaeology in the University, 
clear evidence of its one-time popularity. The commonest form consisted of 
three horizontal lines, each line being split up into twelve spaces. These 
spaces varied in almost every board; there were circles, squares, vertical 
bars, leaves, letters, monograms, crosses, crescents, and even erotic 
symbols. Sixty-five of the boards contained six words of six letters.


The players used three dice marked from 1 to 6, and the highest throw was 
three sixes, called by Cicero ‘Venereus’. The lowest throw was three aces 
known as ‘Canis’. Cheating was prevented by throwing the dice into a 
Fritillus or Pyrgus, a wooden tower about a foot high which had a spiral 
staircase inside. 


In the later days of Rome gambling became a mania. Nero played for huge 
stakes, up to 400,000 sesterces a point (about £6,000), while Lampridius 
tells us that Commodus turned the Imperial Palace into a casino replete with 
every form of shameless dissipation. Once, when he was pressed for money, 
he pretended that he was about to visit the African Provinces of the Empire, 
but when the Treasury made him a 
grant for the purpose, his enthusiasm 
evaporated rapidly and he spent it all in 
gambling and in immoral excesses.


In 1876 two paintings were found in a 
tavern in Pompeii, a Roman city 
partially buried with lava in A.D. 63, and 
finally overwhelmed by Vesuvius in A.D. 
79. In one painting two players are 
seated opposite each other on stools, 
holding a gaming-table on their knees, 



and on it arranged in various lines are several LATRUNCULI of yellow, black, 
and white. The player on the left is shaking a yellow dice box and shouts 
‘Exsi!’ (I am out!) The other points to the dice and answers ‘Non tria, dvas 
est!' (Not three points, but two!) 


In the next picture the same players have 
sprung to their feet to fight, and the innkeeper, 
acting as his own chucker-out, is pushing them 
into the street, shouting ‘Itis foras rixsatis!’ (Get 
out if you want to fight!). 


During the first century A.D. Ludus Duodecim 
Scriptorum became obsolete in fashionable 
circles and was replaced by Tabula, a variant 
with only two rows of points. Emperor Claudius 
(A.D. 41-54 was very fond of the game and 
Suetonius states that he wrote a book on the 
subject and had a board fixed to his chariot so 
that he could play while travelling. 


Four centuries later Emperor Zeno (A.D. 475-81) suffered so remarkable a 
misfortune in a game that the position was described in an epigram half a 
century later by Agathias, a scholastic of Myrine in Asia (A.D. 527-67). The 
position has been recovered by M. Becq de Fourquiere and this sixth-
century record enables us to reconstruct the game of Tabula with a fair 
degree of certainty.




The Emperor was playing white and the throw of his three dice was 2, 5, 6,. 
As he was unable to move the men on (6) which were blocked by the black 
men on (8), (11), (12): or the singleton on (9), which was blocked by the black 
pieces on (11), (14), (15): he was forced to break up his three pairs, a piece 
from (20) going to (22), one from (19) going to (24), and one from (10) going 
to (16). No other moves were possible and he was left with eight singletons 
and a ruined position.


